
Mykonos
T W O  P E R F E C T  D A Y S  I N

 

Mykonos Town 
Spend the morning exploring "Little Venice". This is a very picturesque area where you'll want to get some good
shots in the narrow streets. These streets are also filled with great shopping boutiques so make sure to visit
those too.
Matoyianni Street is your central navigation point. 

Windmills 
These are a short walk from the Little Venice area. There isn't much to do there but they are a pretty sight to
admire. It tends to get very crowded especially toward the evening so if you want to take some pictures, come
super early to skip the crowds. 

Lunch
Walk back to shore and grab a table along the water for a good bite. If you're on a budget, you might have to
drop the view and head back into the street maze for some less expensive options. 

Beach Time
Since you will be partying all night, choose a beach that will get you in the mood to party but doesn't
overwhelm you with the day drinking. I recommend choosing one of the following options: Paraga beach should
meet this expectation easily, Agios Ioannis is less crowded, easier to access and the most pretty one, Psarou is
where you'll find the fancy crowd and Platis Gialos is a calm and beautiful spot to relax.

Dinner and Party
If you came to Mykonos, the chances that you're looking for a party are pretty high. Grab a hearty dinner to prep
your stomach for a night of alcohol. Head over to the Paradise Beach area for a good beach club. Prepare to
drop some money on drinks here. If there is a performer, you might need to purchase tickets ahead as well.
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Relax & Recharge
If you did Mykonos right, you probably spend the entire morning sleeping as parties in Mykonos last until dawn. 

Back to the beach
You'll need to rent a nice lounging chair to relax and enjoy the best thing this island has to offer: the beach. Pick
one that also has some beachfront dining so you can enjoy a fresh gyro with some beautiful views. Choose one
or explore all: Super Paradise is more laid back for relaxing, Agios Sostis is more remote but you will for sure
skip out on the crowds and Ornos has a more family-friendly atmosphere. 
If you're a champ and still have some energy left, you can also find more music and cocktails at Paradise and
Paraga Beaches.

Dinner and Sunset
For this last activity, you have to head back to the windmills area as it is a good spot to see the sunset from.
Although nothing compares to the Santorini views, this probably comes close as well. You will need a
reservation for the evening if you want to watch the sunset and have dinner at the same time. If you have some
time at night, head into the Little Venice for a bar atmosphere. 
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